Procedural, parametric and generative computer-supported techniques in combination with mass customization and automated fabrication enable holistic manipulation in silico and the subsequent production of increasingly complex architectural arrangements. By automating parts of the design process, computers make it easier to develop designs through versioning and gradual adjustment. In recent architectural discourse, these approaches to designing have been described as morphogenesis.This paper invites further reflection on the possible meanings of this imported concept in the field of architectural designing. It contributes by comparing computational modelling of morphogenesis in plant science with techniques in architectural designing. Deriving examples from case-studies, the paper suggests potentials for collaboration and opportunities for bi-directional knowledge transfers.
Towards Morphogenesis in Architecture
Procedural, parametric and generative computer-supported techniques in combination with mass customization and automated fabrication enable holistic manipulation in silico and the subsequent production of increasingly complex architectural arrangements. By automating parts of the design process, computers make it easier to develop designs through versioning and gradual adjustment. In recent architectural discourse, these approaches to designing have been described as morphogenesis.This paper invites further reflection on the possible meanings of this imported concept in the field of architectural designing. It contributes by comparing computational modelling of morphogenesis in plant science with techniques in architectural designing. Deriving examples from case-studies, the paper suggests potentials for collaboration and opportunities for bi-directional knowledge transfers.
Introduction
Engineers of The Water Cube, a swimming pool in Beijing constructed for the 2008 Olympics [1] , considered a variety of arrangements from living cells to mineral crystals before implementing a structure resembling that of soap bubbles. (The trend for Voronoi or similar cellular geometry is evident in other projects, such as the Federation Square [2] and Melbourne Recital Centre [3] in Melbourne, or ANAN, the Japanese noodle bar [4] .) The architects and engineers created this structure by generating an infinite array of digital foam and then subtracting from it the building's volumes. Computational procedures automatically created the building's geometry, performed structural optimization and produced construction drawings.This high-profile example is interesting in the context of this paper because it demonstrates a successful implementation of a large-scale cellular structure in a project that is acclaimed for its visual impact as well as for its performance. However, The Water Cube project also misses an opportunity because it does not utilize the potential of its bubble-like structure to adapt to environmental conditions or other criteria.While it might be that The Water Cube project had no need for adaptability, in other circumstances, this potential can be beneficial. In contrast, many cellular structures in nature are highly adaptable and, therefore, can suggest further development for their architectural counterparts.
This paper expects that complex, non-uniform structures will become increasingly common in architecture in response to the growing utilization of parametric modelling, fabrication and mass-customisation. New challenges and opportunities that the designing of such structures brings are without direct precedents in architecture.Yet, such precedents do exist in nature where structurally complex living organisms have been adapting to their environments for millions of years. Comparing the formation of cellular structures in biology and in architecture, this paper looks for approaches to architectural designing that can extend architects' creative repertoire while retaining the automation that made The Water Cube possible.
Using case-studies operating with cellular structures, the paper aims to provide a brief comparison between the understandings of morphogenesis in biology and architecture.This comparison can help to highlight the similarities, differences and potentials for the two research communities. While as disciplines, architecture and biology share some similarities (e.g., both deal with entities operating in context and both use computational models), the differences in goals, epistemology, knowledge base, methods, discourse and institutional organization are significant, making communication and collaboration difficult. Despite the differences and difficulties, direct collaborations between biology and architecture are necessary not only in the narrow context of the present discussion but also because they can help to orient designing towards ecologically compatible outcomes. Another, equally exciting outcome of such collaborations will be in further contributions towards creative inspiration. Unlike scientists such as biologists (but not unlike biotechnologists and bioengineers who are also designers), designers (including architects) focus not on the study of the existing situations but on the consideration of possible futures.Working in complex situations and typically looking for futures that cannot be derived from the past or from the laws of nature, designers search the present for variables that can be modified. [cf. 5, pp. 28, 29] Variables accessible (known, found) to a designer in a given situation add up to a design space [6] . Unconventional, lateral, associative moves are often necessary to expand this space and to find in it innovative outcomes. As history and the recent experimentation confirm, bioinspiration can be a rich and rewarding source of such innovation.
A better understanding of biological morphogenesis can usefully inform architectural designing because 1) architectural designing aims to resolve challenges that have often already been resolved by nature; 2) architectural designing increasingly seeks to incorporate concepts and techniques, such as growth or adaptation, that have parallels in nature; 3) architecture and biology share a common language because both attempt to model growth and adaptation (or morphogenesis) in silico. In a reverse move, architecture and engineering can inform the studies in biology because 1) components of organisms develop and specialize under the influence of contextual conditions such as static and dynamic loads or the availability of sun light 2) in biology as in architecture, computational modeling is becoming an increasingly important tool for studying such influences; 3) architecture and engineering have developed computational tools for evaluating and simulating complex physical performances (such as distribution of loads, thermal performance or radiance values); and 4) such tools are as yet unusual or unavailable in biology.
Morphogenesis in architectural design
Morphogenesis is a concept used in a number of disciplines including biology, geology, crystallography, engineering, urban studies, art and architecture.This variety of usages reflects multiple understandings ranging from strictly formal to poetic.The original usage was in the field of biology and the first recorded instances occur in the second half of the 19th century.An earlier, now rare, term was morphogeny, with the foreign-language equivalents being morphogenie (German, 1874) or morphogénie (French, 1862). Geology was the next field to adopt the term in the 20th century.
In architecture, morphogenesis (cf. "digital morphogenesis" or "computational morphogenesis") is understood as a group of methods that employ digital media not as representational tools for visualization but as generative tools for the derivation of form and its transformation [7] often in an aspiration to express contextual processes in built form [8, p. 195] . In this inclusive understanding, digital morphogenesis in architecture bears a largely analogous or metaphoric relationship to the processes of morphogenesis in nature, sharing with it the reliance on gradual development but not necessarily adopting or referring to the actual mechanisms of growth or adaptation.
Recent discourse on digital morphogenesis in architecture links it to a number of concepts including emergence, self-organization and form-finding [9] . Among the benefits of biologically inspired forms, their advocates list the potential for structural benefits derived from redundancy and differentiation and the capability to sustain multiple simultaneous functions [10] . Hensel and Menges [11] also argue that, in contrast to homogenized, open-plan interior spaces produced by modernist approaches, the implementation of locally-sensitive differentiation, achieved through morphogenetic responsiveness, can produce more flexible and environmentally sound architecture.
In his discussion of how this line of thinking can be developed further, Weinstock [12, p. 27 ] calls for "a deeper engagement with evolutionary development and a more systematic analysis of the material organisation and the behaviour of individual species." Responding to this call, further discussion in this paper focuses on a comparison between two computational approaches towards a procedural generation of cellular structures in architectural design and in botany.This focus on specific casestudies allows for closer examination of some essential concepts and provides practical examples of already-existing computational solutions in the field of plant science that can be re-utilised or serve as suggestive guidelines in the field of architecture.
Example 1: Procedural production of The Parasite's structure
The first case-study discussed in this paper is The Parasite research project [13] [14] [15] [16] that was developed for the International Biennale of Contemporary Arts.The event took place in Prague in 2005.
The Parasite installation consisted of a physical structure and an interactive audio-visual system designed to operate in the Prague's Museum of Modern Art.The installation fit into an existing stairwell (Figure 2 and 3 ) that served as a primary circulation hub.
The Parasite project considered whether and how design computing can support distributed creativity in place-making. Can procedural techniques sustain inclusive designing and production? Can it be useful to rethink placemaking as one continuous performance that encompasses designing, constructing and inhabiting? Can procedural techniques help to develop and seamlessly integrate built forms, interactive new media and human behaviours? The outcomes of the project included an innovative research method, an original theoretical approach to place-making and suggestive place-making precedents.
Research context
The Parasite project's research questions emerged from a broader research context. Briefly, The Parasite project was one of several case-studies that I used to develop an understanding of places as performances; a theoretical stance that I termed "the performative-place approach" [17] .This approach emphasizes the performative in contrast with attitudes that prioritise the making of buildings rather than habitats.The performative-place approach also seeks to progress from backwards-looking, romantic, essentialist and exclusionary understandings of places that emphasize traditions and are suspicious of technology. Instead, I emphasise that places are dynamically constructed by their participants; contingent on the idiosyncratic involvements of these participants; multiplicious, fuzzily bounded or even global; and dependant on technologies. (I adopt an inclusive understanding of the term technology as a way of knowing how.This understanding accepts as technology not only the obvious recent candidates such as machines or computers but also such achievements as human speech or writing.)
Having established this theoretical foundation, I further explored the case-studies searching for creative strategies able to stage placeperformances. According to the performative-place approach, architects cannot produce ready places but can engender place-making performances and influence their growth with provocative, inclusive and collaborative creative strategies.These strategies have to rely on distributed, polyphonic and campaigning understandings of creativity rather than on the stillprevalent interpretations privileging individual genius or supernatural inspiration.This inclusive understanding of creativity acknowledges contributions from human as well as from non-human participants.These participants can be hidden, unwitting, unwilling or unequipped for a dialogue. Consequently, 1) finding out who (or what) participates (or acts) in a given situation; 2) understanding the language they speak and establishing mechanisms for translation; 3) soliciting their participation; and 4) providing a framework for their useful contributions are all non-trivial challenges. My research explores how architectural design-computing with its emerging generative, adaptive and heuristic techniques can provide for these creative collaborations. Computing can contribute to these goals in a number of ways, for example by supporting design strategies that focus on open-ended collaborative exploration of opportunities, enabling development through rehearsals, making possible non-reductive manipulation of complexity, empowering dynamic evaluation of given situations and projected outcomes, helping in translation between heterogeneous participants and domains of knowledge, sustaining not only graphic but also performative thinking and learning, providing tools for campaigning and sustaining environments that can simultaneously co-host multiple worldviews and voices.
Focus and limitations
The Parasite project can help to illustrate the comparison between interpretations of morphogenesis in biology and architecture because its development incorporates computer-supported design techniques currently under active discussion in architecture while also implementing a cellular structure that resembles those found in biology. One example in a diverse field, The Parasite project is an illustration of limited generality. As a smallscale construction it did not have to engage with many issues essential for large architectural projects. Narrowing its comprehensiveness still further, this article focuses on the generation of sculptural form and does not consider in detail social, cultural, structural and other implications of such structures or their modes of production (I have engaged in this broader discussion elsewhere [17] ). However, by providing recognizable examples from the domain of architecture, The Parasite project helps to suggest possible architectural usages for the techniques of computational modelling in biology as discussed below.The aim of this paper is not to insist that these examples amount to directly useable and useful architectural-design techniques but instead to illustrate how a closer engagement with biological know-how can deepen and concretize the existing discourse on morphogenesis in architecture.
Interrupted automation
Developing The Parasite, we used dynamic simulation and time-based processes to produce computational models of complex cellular structures. An important characteristic of our generative process was that it consisted of several distinct stages. At each stage of the process, designers chose an intermediate version to survive and be used in the next stage. Designers selected surviving versions according to criteria formulated in response to the research questions and the logic of physical construction.The influences on choices were both intuitive (form, proportions, imagined cultural and artistic impact) and analytical (production requirements, construction technique, time, finances, logistics, formal novelty, potential for further research and development).The process can be categorized differently but we found it useful to think about it as a multi-part procedure that involved 1) establishment, using guiding planes; 2) exploration, using dynamic curves and surfaces; and 3) refinement, using repelling/attracting fields and particles [16] .These three stages process produced two irregular, topologically cylindrical surfaces and were continued by two more stages [14] that 4) distributed points along the surfaces; 5) generated Voronoi cells around these points; 6) created cell-walls and cell-skins and 7) prepared the cell components for robotic manufacturing.
The resulting computer-supported workflow coordinated the generation and adjustment of several digital models (Figures 1-6 ) that, in combination, supported automatic local variation in response to surface curvatures, lines of sight, positions of projectors and other parameters ( Figure 5 ). Heuristic, iterative development of the final, production-ready digital components incorporated multiple inter-stage opportunities that allowed designers to analyse and adjust the intermediary outcomes.The resulting hybrid approach combined computer automation with human guidance and proved to be suitable to the challenge.
In many situations, this type of hybrid multi-stage process can be beneficial because it allows designers to offset limitations of computational processes that cope well with clearly defined operations but struggle with indeterminacy and cannot pass judgements in situations that involve cultural, social, aesthetic and other inherently human concerns.
In contrast, prolongation of an automated generative process's continuity can also result in significant benefits. For example, computer-sustained automation can enable manipulation of otherwise unmanageable and even unimaginable complex situations. In another creative benefit, the ability to propagate conceptual changes through parameters helps to evaluate consequences of creative moves, for example when adjustments made at the beginning of a generative sequence can automatically reconfigure the arrangement of manufacturable parts.
Might it be possible to combine the creative benefits of modular, multistage workflows with those given by the continuity of automation? This paper suggests that this can be achieved if the designers gain a capability to introduce variations without stalling the automation or overwriting the effects of previous manual interferences. In addition to manual adjustments, the capacity for the cumulative layering of influences can also permit the combining of heterogeneous manual and automated processes.These processes can be driven by different types of data or mechanisms.To achieve this extended capacity for non-destructive control, the generative process has to be able to constrain interferences.This constraining can utilize different types of rules and, for example, be spatial -with changes occurring only in a particular region -or logical -impacting only certain types of elements.This paper suggests that examples of growth and adaptation in living organisms can provide examples of complexly layered processes that can be flexibly responsive to many simultaneous influences.
Hierarchical flatness
Reading about conceptual models of biological morphogenesis, I realised that adaptability of The Parasite's computational model was constrained by its flat hierarchy.This hierarchical flatness is not unique to The Parasite but is also characteristic of other architectural examples, for example of The Water Cube's computational model. The Parasite's structure can be made more sophisticated if additional variability is introduced on the infra-cell, cell and the supra-cell levels. Infra-cell variable properties could include, for example, cell-wall thicknesses or skin transparencies. Some variability of this type already exists in the computational model of The Parasite's structure where cells can have varied wall lengths, heights and orientation (e.g., see Figure 4 and Figure 5 ). Such variable attributes could produce significant qualitative differences if the system could support additional variation on the cell level, for example by supporting cells of different type and or making cells capable of distinct, type-and location-specific functions. The Parasite's structure did not support any intermediary supra-cells levels that could be likened to organs in living organisms.The only true supra-cell level in The Parasite's structural hierarchy is the complete shell ( Figure 2 and Figure 3 ) that can be considered an equivalent to a complete organism. For the purposes of construction, the shells were subdivided into patches that could fit into existing openings in the host building but these intermediate subdivisions were not utilised for form generation.
This paper suggests that the conceptual models of hierarchical organisation of living organisms can usefully inform generative approaches to designing in architecture. For example, in The Parasite, shells or video projectors could be considered organs residing on supra-cell levels of the hierarchy and thus procedurally linked with the rest of organisational structure.
Static structure
The computational model of The Parasite's cellular structure gained its capacity for adaptation largely through rapid regeneration of multiple versions considered within multi-stage design process. The Parasite's computational model did not have an automated capacity for growth and adaptation. Unlike in biology, the digital model of the structure was not generated through expansion and proliferation of cells. Instead, each automated procedure comprised one discrete step in the hybrid generative process.Within these discrete steps, operations happened sequentially, however the order of operations within sequences did not relate to the logic of growth or the needs of adaptation. For example, one computational procedure distributed points on the surfaces of the shells (there points were subsequently used as centres for the Voronoi cells).The procedure distributed the points by creating each point individually and positioning it among the existing points while observing constraints on inter-point distances. After the number of points specified by the designer was distributed along the shell, the procedure ended and no further adjustments of point positions or point numbers were possible without a complete regeneration.The point arrangement responded to the initial conditions but was otherwise static (for the technical details on the methods used for point distribution and cell-generation in The Parasite project, see [14] ).The capacity for quick regenerations did allow heuristic adjustments and a degree of adaptation via versioning. However, gradual and local adjustments achieved via versioning have limited flexibility because they interrupt automation and often necessitate complete regenerations. Such complete regenerations can be excessive and counterproductive where only local changes are necessary. A regenerated structure often can achieve improvements in some areas but eradicate already-acceptable solutions in others.This paper suggests that biology can supply examples of growth systems able to inspire more flexible, dynamic and integrated organisations of automated and hybrid generative architectural workflows. ᭡ Figure 5 . The Parasite.Variations in shell structure, inner shell.We used two methods to distribute the points: 1) Constant method attempted to distribute a given number of points on a given surface uniformly so that the resulting distances between neighbouring points were close to equal; 2) Curvature method related the point density to the amount of surface curvature so that the higher surfacecurvature resulted in the higher point-density.We used a combination of distribution methods to generate the point cloud for the outer shell. Combining the methods allowed us to constrain the minimum distance between points to the values suggested by the structural capacities of the cardboard. [1] Fragment showing the structural consequences after we added two point clouds with different point distributions.
[1_A] The scripts controlled the minimal distances between points during point distributions for each point-cloud separately.
When we added one point cloud to the other, the distances between some point-pairs could be smaller than these thresholds. 
From architecture to biology
In an effort to advance the design methods and techniques used for the generation and control of complex architectural structures, this paper compares form-making in The Parasite project to the emergence of form in biology, and, more specifically, in plant morphogenesis.The subsequent sections explain the differences and similarities between the two processes highlighting possible usages and benefits.The results are suggestive in the architectural context because while structures similar to that utilised in The Parasite project (and in fact often considerably less sophisticated projects) are becoming more common, their implementations are yet to fulfil their potential.
Morphogenesis in biology
In biology, "[t]he word 'morphogenesis' is often used in a broad sense to refer to many aspects of development, but when used strictly it should mean the molding of cells and tissues into definite shapes" [18, p. 433] . In accordance with this strict definition, botany understands morphogenesis as the formation of shape and structure via a coordinated process that involves changes in cell shapes, enlargement of cells and proliferation by mitosis [19, p. tissues as an embryo develops or to (ii) the underlying mechanisms responsible for the structural changes" [20, p. 29] . Both understandings can be of interest and inspiration for architects, despite the fact that a literal importation of biological structures or processes into architectural design is usually not feasible, meaningful or desirable. For example, while the expression "underlying mechanisms" in the definition can refer to a variety of processes, biology also uses a much more narrow concept of 'mechanism' that "connotes a sequence of events that takes place at a molecular level and that can be explained by interaction of molecules that follow the ordinary laws of physics and chemistry" [23, p. 8] .The particulars of events at this level are not likely to be of direct relevance to architectural design. However, the overarching logic of these exchanges might be suggestive in the design of the control mechanisms for complex and dynamic arrangements.
Morphogenesis is one of several processes typical for living organisms. Apart from morphogenesis, these processes include growth, repair, adaptation and aging.Transferring knowledge of these processes into designing might be also productive, especially in relationship to architectural structures with dynamic capacities. However, the discussion of these additional biological processes or mobile buildings is beyond the boundaries of this paper that, instead, focuses on the development of form occurring during the design stage.
Plant morphogenesis is a very complex process that involves many types of control mechanisms.The study of these mechanisms via direct experimentation and reverse engineering is very difficult and time consuming.Therefore, developmental biologists increasingly experiment with mathematical and computational models that allow them to simulate, understand and predict control mechanisms.This existing interest in computational modelling can serve as a translating device between the relevant processes in biology and architecture.
Example 2: Computational models of plant morphogenesis
Unlike the flat structural hierarchy of The Parasite, the structural organisation of plants features units of various types and sizes, for example cells, tissues and organs. Interactions between these entities combine into various regulatory mechanisms [21, 22] . Multiple conceptual descriptions of plant organisation can be attempted and a rigorous, formal description of such an organisation is a necessary prerequisite for the computational modelling of interactions between various parts of a plant.
Biological morphogenesis is a difficult subject to study because it is very complex and dynamic. In the comparatively recent era of molecular biology, "morphogenesis, the deep developmental question that held the centre stage of embryological thought for over two millennia, has been somewhat eclipsed [...]" by the more manageable studies of signalling, pattern formation, and gene control [23, p. 4] .To study morphogenesis, contemporary biology employs computational modelling of its processes in combination with experiments verifying the resulting hypotheses. Experimental verification is necessary because "morphogenetic processes cannot be deduced from final form. [...] The fact that a mechanism works on a computer is no [...] itself strong evidence that it works in life; usually, many possible mechanisms will produce the 'correct' result, and only observation of the real embryo will indicate which is used" [23, p. 12, 13] .This danger of making misleading post-hoc conclusions in biology serves as a reminder that architects, as non-specialists, should be particularly careful when claiming that developmental processes in biology are precursors to their designs. This said, however, this paper is principally interested in conceptual models and reasoning that lead to structurally and functionally "correct" results rather than in the underlying molecular processes because these results can be meaningful in the architectural context.
Focus and limitations
Biological morphogenesis takes multiple forms that differ between kingdoms, phyla, classes, orders, families, genera and species.This diversity provides an overwhelming number of examples that is further multiplied by the co-existence of alternative conceptual understandings. Computational modeling of morphogenesis in biology is a recent approach. Consequently, and despite the natural diversity, only a limited number of available working models is available. At the moment, the existing models tackle simple organisms, often the ones used as models by many biologists. In botany, plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana and Coleochaete orbicularis are commonly used to study generic processes because they are simple and already wellresearched. Furthermore, Coleochaete orbicularis is a 2D species and the computational modeling of its morphogenesis is geometrically less complex. Given this situation, the biological examples in this paper were selected both for simple pragmatic reasons as well as for their conceptual suitability. A pragmatic stance suggested the selection of models that were sufficiently generic, publicly available and interesting for comparison. Conceptually, a comparison between architectural structures, that are typically immobile, and plants that are also comparatively static seemed less problematic than that with, for example, animals. Cellular structures in the included botanical examples are also visually and structurally similar to those employed in The Parasite project. Consequently, the similarities and differences between them can be more apparent. Again, as was true for The Parasite project, the botanical examples included in this paper are intended as suggestive provocations for possible future work rather than as directly transferrable models or solutions.
Multi-scale hierarchy
Dupuy et al. [22] (Figure 7) formalise the structure of a plant by subdividing it into multiple scales. In their model, cell-walls are described at scale 1, cells are objects described at scale 2 and tissues are described at scale 3. Entities at different scales of description belong to the same plant and the relationships between them can be described as a hierarchy: cells are made of walls, tissues are made of cells and so on. While additional technical information and the formulae are available in their paper, of interest here is the complex and interconnected hierarchy that underlies the process of morphogenesis.The organisational balance of such a hierarchy can usefully inform Parasite-like structures and provide inspiration for other types of generatively produced architecture. Interactions between components in complex structures can be expressed as horizontal and vertical relationships. Related components can exchange information. In plants, signalling processes, for example those sustained by chemical transport, can influence cell development, positioning, patterning and differentiation. In architecture, deeper hierarchies of interconnected elements could support similar form-making effects simultaneously supporting continuous automated development, local responsiveness and targeted, non-destructive controlling.
Dynamic structure
Another significant difference of plant morphogenesis from The Parasite's generative process is that plants' organisations are highly dynamic both in terms of chemical transport between cells and the architectural dynamics of cell development, growth and proliferation. In the architectural context, a functional analogue to the dynamic transport of chemicals through cells could account for the adaptable properties of cell congregations and the influence of this effect could be combined with other influences on cell properties.
In addition to the dynamic diffusion of chemicals between cells, Dupuy et al.'s model [22] can account for dynamic structural changes in the system, for example those occurring when cells divide or die.Their model modifies the cellular structure through operations of creation and deletion.The operation of creation is also responsible for the initiation of cell properties that are controlled by the inheritance function able to account for such concepts as asymmetric division, lineage and other mitotic events. In the architectural context, this capability would be able to support generation of varied geometries in response to explicit instructions or local conditions.
Another dynamic attribute of plant cells is the capability for expansion under turgor pressure (Figure 8 ).The actual physics behaviour of viscous plant cell-walls can be relevant in architecture only in the application to similar materials. However, the general concept of an expandable cell can further support the dynamic adaptability of the computational model.
Processual continuity
As is true of all natural processes, biological morphogenesis is continuous. Its processes occur at varying speeds but they never completely halt. Once an organism develops into an adult specimen it continues changing into its phenotype or, "the observable characteristics of an individual resulting from the interaction of its genotype with the environment". Furthermore, "[o]nce the phenotype has been established, there is further interaction with the genome for regeneration, repair and possible further development" [20, p. 29] . This processual continuity allows a high degree of individual adaptability. As discussed above, greater continuity similar to the one characteristic of living organisms can be beneficial to generative processes in architecture. It is even more interesting to consider how this continuity could be extended beyond the confines of a single design so that architects could both experiment with multiple architectural equivalents of genotypes and extend adaptive capabilities into inhabitable places. However, this discussion is too broad to be considered in this paper.
Examples of morphogenetic models
The following examples show how different control mechanisms in the computer simulations of plant morphogenesis result in additional structural developments that can be meaningful in the architectural context. Figure 9 shows differentiation of epidermal cells into trichomes in arabidopsis. In this case, the pattern is triggered by interactions between regulatory genes.While the simulation of the actual genetic mechanism is not relevant to architecture, the ability to procedurally generate various patterns in complex cell congregations can be valuable for a variety of purposes from decorative to structural. Figure 9 shows that a computational model of morphogenesis can variously distribute structural features (in this case -cells) and their properties (in this case -color) in response to an underlying logic.
In another example ( Figure 10 ,A-C), emergence of new organs in plants can be triggered by concentration of hormones in particular locations. Again, the detailed chemistry and mechanics of this hormonal mechanism can be irrelevant in architecture. However, the computer model simulating the process of organ emergence can be suggestive for the development of similar procedural mechanisms for the production of architectural geometry. Yet another example of structure formation is that of an outgrowth appearing under the influence of mechanical interactions (Figure 10, D-G) . In the shoot apical meristem, for example, initiations of primordia are accompanied by cell proliferation under the layer in which the primordia are initiated. Expanding cells remain largely adherent to surrounding tissues, and the mechanical behaviour of all tissues influences the kinematics of expansion in the emerging meristem. In the plant morphogenesis simulation [22] , the process began when cells were organised in three tissues with separate properties.This mechanism can be transported into the architectural domain in a more literal fashion because it relies on properties, such as rates of proliferation, that can be directly utilised in the design of architectural structures. Figure 11 (A, B) demonstrates further variations in patterning and form achieved through the imposition of rules controlling the direction of cell division while Figure 11 (E) shows the effects produced when some cells are constrained so that they can expand but not divide. Both effects can be used in architecture with the second one being particularly suggestive. During the development of The Parasite structure we experimented with different techniques that could introduce openings able to function as windows or doors. However, all of our approaches required manual interference and, as such, interrupted the automation.The examples above suggest possibilities for procedural differentiation capable of producing various openings of meaningful sizes and proportions in procedurally selected, meaningful locations.
The selective growth shown in Figure 11 (C, D) is also suggestive of architectural usages, for example, using this technique it might be possible to adjust the distribution of volumes while preserving the characteristics of the surrounding skin. Figure 12 provides further examples of control mechanisms including those that are suggestive for the situations where two or more arrangements have to interact. Looking at the examples of cell colonies merging upon contact, it is possible to imagine similar integrations between architectural arrangements.
From biology to architecture
Examples in this section included computational models of morphogenesis in botany and aimed to suggest how architectural cellular structures similar to that of The Parasite and, possibly, to other architectural arrangements can remain procedural while also becoming more flexible and controllable. These specific examples are valuable because they describe concrete, working mechanisms. At the same time, they are very narrowly focused. The next section of this paper derives inspiration from these examples and ᭣ Figure 13. (A, B) Indeterminate growth organized by inherited polarity. reflects on broader biological analogies in architecture, on implications for design and the possible directions for future research work.
Discussion
Recent, "digital avant-garde" [8, p. 195 ] experimentation in architecture (and the philosophy it likes to reference) have been criticized for a superficial understanding of concepts borrowed from other disciplines (see Hagan [25] on the "autonomous", self-referential nature of avant-garde in architecture or Sokal and Brichmont [26] on confused borrowings from science) and for a frivolous engagement with the possibilities given by computing resulting in "fake creativity" [27, 28] . Others claim that a typical importation of forms from biology is purely stylistic rather than functional or that borrowing of forms from biology has been done before and is not innovative. For example, Steadman [29, p. 258 ] observes that many "architects have been generating 'organic' doubly curved surfaces with the help of software that has no basis in biological process or structure [...].There may be much talk of 'morphogenesis', and a rich stew of other biological concepts invoked, but the truth is that the main analogy with nature is at the level of appearances only, and specifically with the non-rectangularity of nature." This paper suggests that a deeper engagement with the science of biology can generate unique insights and inspirations that can answer some of these criticisms by helping to interlink creative, cultural, functional and green concerns through procedural, generative workflows.
Humans have always tried to understand and imitate nature. Generations of craftsmen, architects and designers have been inspired by nature's creativity [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Amongst other natural phenomena, life forms were particularly interesting to humans and since the emergence of biology in the early 19 th century, many designers have been inspired by its discoveries (see van Eck [36] for a discussion of the 19 th -century "organicism" or Steadman [29] for a general overview of biological analogy in architecture). Some interpreted biological motifs aesthetically, as ornaments and decorations. Others utilized its symbolic interpretations as philosophical, metaphorical or spiritual foundations of their practice. Pragmatically, many attempted to inform their designs by learning from the organization of natural structures and more recently, an increasingly growing number of practitioners and researchers aim to understand and reinterpret naturally occurring functionalities, behaviors or processes of growth and natural selection (e.g., cf. cellular automata [32] , plantgeneration software [37, 38] or L-systems.
This architects' attraction to natural systems exists in parallel with a broader interest in biomimicry or bioinspiration as fundamentally differing attitudes towards nature. (Previous efforts with similar goals were undertaken as "biotechnique" or "biotechnics" in 1920s and 1930s as well as "bionics" or "biomimetics" that began in 1950s, as discussed in Steadman [29, pp. xvi, 260] .) In the words of Benyus [39] , "this time, we come not to learn about nature but to learn from nature so that we might fit in, at last and for good, on the Earth from which we sprang." While Benyus's book casts biomimicry as a philosophical and moral position, most of the research in biomimicry is technical and takes place in engineering or applied sciences.
Bioinspiration is a term that seems more appropriate in relationship to architecture because it emphasizes indirect and multiplicious characteristics of knowledge transfer between biology to architecture.Writing in application to structural engineering, Arciszewski and Kicinger [40, 41] suggested differentiating between visual, conceptual and computational bioinspiration.These categories can also help to distinguish between biologically inspired architectural designs. In architecture, the visualinspiration category will include projects visually or sculpturally resembling those found in nature [e.g., see 42] . Meaningful outcomes of these projects will rely primarily on the architectural expertise of a designer responsible for the selection and interpretation of natural forms. Conceptual inspiration will describe situations where designers will use or reinterpret principles found in nature. For the meaningful results to emerge in this case, designers need to possess and be able to combine the expertise in biology and in architecture. Computational inspiration (or perhaps better -generative inspiration) will refer to computational mechanisms inspired by those observed in nature.These mechanisms, such as evolutionary computation or cellular automata, can simulate the emergence of forms in a computational environment allowing for the adaptation towards specific goals.
Even when architects deal with problems, these problems are "wicked" [43] [44] [45] and resist singular solutions. In most cases, however, "problem" is an altogether unsuitable concept to describe the complex pursuits of architectural practice.When the output is understood as addressing concerns, finding opportunities or imagining speculative and contradictory futures, the concept of solution-finding becomes inapplicable. Conceptual, interpretative and subjective contributions are always necessary in architectural designing and in many situations ought to be appreciated amongst the most valuable offerings of the profession.
However, valuing human insight does not have to contradict the contributions possible via generative approaches that can inform human imagination as well as control aspects of design development. In agreement with this position, the biologically-informed cellular structures suggested in this paper can inspire across categories of bioinspiration: visually, they can result in rich, flexible and suggestive ornamentation; conceptually, they can reapply the principles of hierarchical organization and dynamic control found in plants; and generatively, they can help to develop automatically adaptive processes that are better integrated, uninterrupted, unless by choice, and more flexibly controllable.
As Davies discusses [23, p. 13] , the emergence of complex, organized structures is not unique to the biological world. Complex patterns exist and overlap in the physical world on many scales, from molecules to star formations. Biological organizations are different from the purely physical systems because they result from and participate in evolution.They have to be sufficiently flexible to remain open to modification by natural selection. Purely physical morphogenesis tends to produce inflexible structures such as crystals. Self-assembly, that is also an important mechanism of biological morphogenesis, is a common process underlying the morphogenesis of nonliving systems. "Self-assembly is the coming together of subunits to make a structure, because their association is energetically favorable and their association reasonably probable [...]" (ibid.). Many physical organizations such as crystals or soap bubbles can take only one optimum form that depends on the given physical conditions.The architectural example given at the beginning of this paper, The Water Cube in Beijing, uses this type of structure in its foam-like forms. So do other well known projects such as Antonio Gaudi's La Sagrada Familia with its catenary arches or Frei Otto's architecture of the minimal forms [46, 47] .While these structures might be optimal to their physical conditions, they are not characterized by fitness for any purpose, behavior or habitat.Their tectonic efficiency, while formally pure, is a poor match to the multiple, contradictory and dynamic concerns of habitation. Even the dynamic physical systems such as, for example, sand dunes are still different from biological ones because their transformations are "dictated simply by the physical attributes of the components involved and not by any feedback from how well the form is adapted to function, because there is no function." [23, p. 13, 14] These examples are relevant in the context of recent experimentation with parametric and procedural, computer-sustained strategies in architecture. Architects experimenting with these technologies and the discourse surrounding these experiments often claim Gaudi and Otto as direct ancestors, especially when talking about emergence or finding of form. In these discussions, often it is the static performance that is primarily considered. As Menges writes [48, p. 79], "form-finding, as pioneered by Frei Otto, is a design technique that utilises the self-organisation of material systems under the influence of extrinsic forces." [49] [50] [51] . Alternative understandings of form finding do exist in practice. For example, the configuration of Norman Foster's roof for The British Museum was determined by the goal of visual continuity, rather than structural performance.To achieve this aesthetic rather than tectonic effect, visually identical structural members were given dramatically different wall thicknesses [52] .
In extension to the capabilities of purely physical organizations, biological organizations are capable of "adaptive self-organization" (analogical terms are swarm intelligence, hive intelligence, distributed optimization or adaptive routing). Enabled by the capabilities to receive and react to multiple layers of negative feedback, "systems that show adaptive self-organization can arrange their structures in ways not simply dictated by the properties of the structures' subunits, but also according to the (unpredictable) environment in which they find themselves" [23, p. 14] . (Negative feedback is a term used in biology and in cybernetics. In biology, negative feedback is usually referred to as homeostasis, other disciplines use such terms as equilibrium, attractors, stable states, eigenstates/eigenfunctions, equilibrium points, and setpoints. Examples of negative feedback include hormonal regulation, temperature regulation in animals and thermostat control in man-made artefacts.) Given these capacities for adaptive self-organization, biological morphogenesis templates, such as those discussed in this paper, promise to offer more flexible solutions to architectural design than those offered by current form finding approaches characterized by flatter, less dynamic and, therefore, less responsive organizational hierarchies (such as those of The Parasite or The Water Cube). In particular, the benefits in the architectural field might include:
• Support for extra complexity. For the structures to become more flexibly adaptable, their complexity will have to increase. For example, the components of The Water Cube structure are standardized and only appear complexly random when viewed from arbitrary angles.This standardizing limits the capacity for local responsiveness. More complex structures are also formally, aesthetically and conceptually more interesting in architecture.
• Amplified imagination. In the creative-practice discourse, morphogenesis has been discussed in relationship to fractals, evolutionary development and cellular automata.The benefits of the concept in the context of creative practice include algorithmic visual creation, potentially leading to unusual results. • Safe and flexible environment for experimentation.When design proposals can be generated, evaluated and adjusted as digital simulations, they can better, more easily and more safely respond to dynamic and contradictory local conditions. • Procedural integration with environmental simulation, evaluation and design tools. Flexibility given by a fully generative, dynamic approach that can inform the development of form at multiple levels of the hierarchy can help to derive structures able to respond to needs for comfort, amenity, energy, climate responsiveness and environmental impact. Environmentally efficient design solutions can be counterintuitive, especially in situations where there are complex patterns of usage and unusual building forms. Integration of analysis with the flexibility of a generative approach to form-making can help to explore the benefits of configurations that would otherwise be overlooked.
• Enhanced ability to adjust the design at different points of the procedural chain, non-distractively and with greater flexibility. Experimentation with alternative designs (versioning) and adjustments to complex performance criteria can be achieved more easily, saving time, money and allowing designs that could not otherwise be practicable because of their complexity or the effort required for their adaptation. In The Parasite project, we developed some techniques for fine-tuning the geometry of the structure without the need for a full regeneration. However, these techniques were limited and comparatively inflexible.This inflexibility is a necessary characteristic of all generative systems with shallow hierarchies. A multi-level hierarchy can allow the production of alternative versions of geometry or fine-tune components at the lower levels of the hierarchy without the need to regenerate the already-acceptable configurations achieved at the higher levels.
• Use of complex and adaptable cellular structures can have structural benefits in architecture. Even though less flexible in adaptation than biological analogues, 3D Voronoi patterns already suggest such possibilities [53] . Exploration and selective utilization of biological principles promises additional benefits in structural engineering as it attempts to respond to the demands for more complex configurations and seeks innovative approaches to construction.
Future work
A deeper engagement with biological understandings of morphogenesis via investigative designing will be essential for the development of these ideas and this paper establishes a foundation for future work that will look at the experimental implementations of these approaches in architectural contexts.The purpose of this paper is to establish a framework for this further development and to invite others to consider the possibilities that can emerge from a purposeful knowledge transfer between biology and architecture with the ambition for this transfer to go beyond metaphorical analogies towards engagement with formal models and computational techniques.
In relationship to one-organism growth and adaptation (parallel to cultivation or training in agriculture or gardening, such as the impressive, if somewhat disturbing, array of plant-forming techniques used in bonsai where unusual sizes and shapes of trees and shrubs are created and maintained through leaf trimming, pruning, wiring, clamping, grafting, defoliating and simulating deadwood [54] ), future work will identify additional procedural operations that could assist non-reductive manipulation of complex configurations by simultaneously providing control mechanisms and supporting automatic adaptation.This work will contribute to a taxonomy of process-oriented techniques and develop practical, reusable implementations and prototypes. Similarly to the compendiums of traditional compositional principles, a taxonomy of process-based approaches might be useful as a reference guide as well as an indicator of unobvious knowledge gaps.
Another research direction will investigate evolutionary adaptation across generations using algorithms responding to a broad range of fitness criteria in combination with the developmental adaptation as mentioned above. In this area, the existing work in architecture is sparse and has been oriented towards fully automated designing that has prioritized physical efficiencies over cultural concerns.
The proposed collaboration with botanists can be beneficial to both parties.While the architects can extend their models conceptually and benefit from existing formalisms and techniques in computational simulations of plant structures, botanists also can benefit from engagement with architects and engineers because they want to extend their models to operate in three dimensions, make them more dynamic and able to simulate mechanic (static, dynamic and fluid) and other physical processes. In these tasks, they can benefit from the existing expertise in architecture and engineering.
Conclusion
This paper has considered existing understandings of morphogenesis in architectural design and biology by discussing examples of cellular, computationally-generated structures, one of an architectural installation and several others constructed to represent morphogenesis in plants.The comparison between the cellular arrangements and the respective modes of production in these case-studies demonstrated that plant morphogenesis is characterised by complex and flexible mechanisms that can suggest interesting directions for the development of procedural techniques in the architectural domain. Amongst these directions were: 1) implementation of a multi-level hierarchy reflecting functional and structural composition of an architectural arrangement similar to that describing the organisation of a plant; 2) implementation of a capability for dynamism in the exchange of signals between cells; and 3) implementation of another kind of dynamism that can account for topological changes through the deletion and creation of cells. Illustrated examples of computational models simulating effects of various control mechanisms in plants demonstrated practical effects of selective growth capable of producing architecturally meaningful forms.
